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Forms Logic and Arakyta Partner for End-to-End
Business Solutions for Broker Dealers and Financial
Firms
WHEATON, IL and Toledo, OH (November 20, 2019) – Forms Logic and Arakyta have
partnered to create a service solution for financial businesses seeking integrated approval
workflows and IT solutions. This partnership will provide companies with a solution for managing
complex electronic paperwork processes from Forms Logic, with an integrated vendor
experienced in ensuring comprehensive regulatory requirements are met for IT solutions from
Arakyta.
“We have found a partner with the same vision for designing solutions to fit the needs of the
client’s business,” said Rick Burgess, CEO of Forms Logic. “Their experience managing the
complexities required for IT solutions in financial services makes them the ideal partner to help
us ensure our clients are getting a full-service solution with workflow management from Forms
Logic, and IT management from Arakyta.”
Forms Logic has several client projects in progress, specifically for the financial industries,
which will allow financial advisors to focus on building relationships with their end clients instead
of filling out paperwork. Using electronic paperwork approvals saves significant time and money,
especially when clients and advisors are not always in the same physical location.
Arakyta has been a strategic consultant for businesses seeking IT solutions to help save time,
energy and, money. They are experts in delivering business-driven technologies and solutions
that help clients gain competitive advantages by making their businesses more responsive to
market opportunities and threats. Offering everything from data storage, to SharePoint
management, to single sign-on, they can help customize the solution needed for any business.
“Customized business solutions are our strength. Forms Logic embodies the same principles in
managing their solutions to the customer needs,” said Dennis Schroder, CEO and founder of
Arakyta. “This partnership is a natural extension of our business model – providing consulting
solutions and technical expertise in order to let the client focus first on their business.”
To learn more about Arakyta, visit http://www.arakyta.com
To learn more about Forms Logic workflow processes, visit http://www.formslogic.com

###
About Forms Logic
Forms Logic Software is a cloud-based system for companies looking to integrate single data
entry across multiple forms. We recognize the challenges inherent in managing paperwork that
require inputting the same data among multiple forms. Using our software, companies can
easily complete highly regulated industry paperwork, creating a friendly client onboarding
experience.
About Arakyta
A Toledo based company that specializing in Information Technology Services, Business
Process Consulting, and SharePoint Development. We focus on business strategy, process,
and systems. With our highly experienced staff, we deliver the attention a project needs that
only a small client centric business can deliver.

